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New Music
History Series
To Be Offered

Author To Be
On Campus

Through Today

With registration approaching on
April 14, the Music Department is
offering three courses in an American music history sequence which
will fulfill The College humanities

distribution requirement.
The courses may be particularly
attractive to students who wish to
learn something about American
cultural history and the role of
minorities and women in that history.
IDPT 112 (MU 112).
Folklore. (See Black studies
and Interdepartmental). Study of
folklore in which
folk music, tales, religious practices, and the visual arts evolved.
Examines the impact of these traditions upon contemporary American society. Open to
majors. No technical knowledge
required. No prerequisite.
MU 214. History of
Music (See Black Studies).
Study of the history of
music from 1619 through the
present day. Focuses upon the
context in which popular music, folk music, classical
music, and religious music evolved.
Topics include the spirital, blues,
gospel, jazz, rhythm and blues,
contemporary music, as well as
women in music. Open to majors. No technical knowl
edge required. No prerequisite.
MU 215. History of American
Music. Study of the history . of
American music from the earliest
times to the present day. Examines
context in which
the
musical traditions among
settlers, native
can Indians, and
Afro-Americ-

Stephen R. Donaldson, nationally
g
known author of the
fantasy novels, "The One Tree"
and "White Gold Wielder." will be
on The College of Wooster campus
through this evening.
Last night in a major address.
Donaldson discussed "Writing and
Fantasy" in the college's McGaw
Chapel.
Donaldson will be available today
for book signing in the college's
Florence O. Wilson Bookstore in
Lowry Center from 12:30 to 2 p.m.
Donaldson's first trilogy, .."The
Chronicles of Thomas Covenant the
Unbeliever," sold more than 400.000
copies in the United States alone.
His two best sellers are the two
most recent books in his second
trilogy, "The Second Chronicles of
Thomas Covenant"
The events are sponsored by The
College of Wooster StudentAlumni
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Photograph by Franz Jantzen.

India Week Continues This Weekend

.

By PAT BAUERLE
India Week, an annual celebration, continues7 its festivities this
weekend. Everyone is encouraged
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Students For Hart
Plan For Primary
By MARNEY MACFADYEN
On March 28, the third general
meeting of Students for Hart was
held in Lowry Center pit
Roughly 25 people attended the
meeting which was highlighted by
an informative talk by David Van

Hart's Ohio campaign.
Hart is very appealing to college

students because he is for increasing student loans, women's rights,
civil rights and allocating money to
improving sciences in college. He is
Gaasbeek, Democratic delegate for also for a nuclear freeze.
Senator Hart from Stark County.
For more" information, the next
Students for Hart is a grassroots Students for Hart meeting win be
organization dedicated to drum- in Lowry 119 on Tuesday at 7:30
p.m.
ming up support for electing Hart.
Van Gaasbeek started off his talk
by passing out position papers outThe College of Wooster Students
lining Hart's views on various
organization' has slated
for
copy
A complete
of these manyHart
events to inform The College
lion
reserve
the
in
are.
fivers
of Wooster community on presidenbrary.
tial
candidate Senator Gary Hart
went
on to" state that
He then
student effort is vital and that
On Monday, Tuesday and
Students for Hart would be able to
on Page 8
important
contribution to
make an
is-c't- es.

(Dem-Cokwdo-
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"Deep in my heart I feel that
fantasy is the fundamental form of
literature," says Donaldson. "The
idea that literature should reproduce the real world is a relatively"
new one, historically.
"The great literature that has
survived through the century is
fantasy. We are reclaiming the lost
Arvind Gaurg, a native Indian, fantasy in a literary sense.
"It appears we are escaping
mailed his pictures to Wooster for
the display. These displays have from the real world, but what we
been open to visitation throughout are doing is plunging into areas
the entire week. Also, an Indian that don't get explored in other
radio program thorugh the college forms of literature ... I believe that '
radio station has been aired anybody who explores his' own
throughout the week, consisting of mind honestly, isnt going to find
music and interviews organized by realism in there. In there is where
the dragons live
Indian students.
Donaldson, a native
"India week began its guest ap- perances this year with dancing by grew up in India where his father
Padma Rajagopal. an internation was chief of orthopedics and his
ally known classical dancer. Raja' mother a physical therapist at a
gopal performed the Bharatha Na- - hospital in Miraj. Both his parents
tyam style of dancing on Monday worked extensively with lepers.
The development of the main .
night Rajagopal taught at the Del
hi Academy of Performing Arts, character in both trilogies, Thomas
Lucknow Acadmey of Fine Arts Covenant, was influenced by the
work of Donaldson's parents in
and several other schools.
She is an artist of high caliber India.
Continued on Page
who has performed in England,
Germany, Holland, Spain, Switzerland and Sweden. She choreo
graphed and performed The Life oij i'- Jesus Christ with an Indian dance
style in Spain. More recently, the i
Indian government had also sent t
her to China to perform. Rajagopal
hopes to start dance classes in the
community. Rajagopal arrived at
Wooster four, weeks ago and is
permanently moving to Ohio, possi.

al

Anglo-Americ-

v

dents,

Dr. Brain Silver, professor at Duke University, plays the sitar to the accompaniment of Wooster
Professor Ishwar Harris. The demonstration was one of the events scheduled for India Week.

to attend the planned events.
India Week is an attempt on the
part of the Wooster-Indi- a
committee to acquaint the Wooster-India- n
community with Indian culture,"
evolved.
said Dr. Ishwar Harris, the faculty
Topics include folk music, classi- adviser of India Week.
Dr. Harris's main purpose for
cal music, popular music, content-por- y
music, nationalism music, as "promoting interaction" of stuwell as women in music. Open to dents with Indian culture and the
community, "is to
majors. No technical Wooster-India- n
knowledge reqired. No prerequi- educate and to correct the wrong
stereotypic notions that many peosite.
Students are encouraged to dis- ple have about India and its culcuss these, courses with advisors ture."
Tonight, "Glimpes of India." a
period.
during the
Contact Josephine Wright for fur- program ' consisting of traditional
and modern singing and dancing.
x
ther details.
socio-historic-

.

Association in cooperation with
"The Wooster Review." a literary
magazine staffed by Wooster stu-

ical

non-mu- sic

--

best-sellin-

ed

will begin at 7:30 p.m. in Lowry
Center. Indians living in the Woos- area will perform and
custumes will be dispayed. The
India Week committee will be acknowledged and the students to
participate in Dr. Harris's study
travel seminar will be introduced.
An Indian Dinner will be served
on Sunday in Mackey Hall from
5:30 to 7:30 p.m. Tickets are on
sale at Lowry Center. Everyone is
encouraged to buy their tickets
soon because the dinner has been
sold out in past years.
Gandhi, the motion picture, was
shown last night and wil be shown
tonight and Saturday night in Ma- teer Hall at 8 p.m. Gandhi will also
be shown Sunday afternoon at 1
p.m. The Student Activities Board
cooperated with India Week in the
bringing this film to Wooster.
The Indian Exhibit will continue
to be on display in Lowry 119 from
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. today. Everyone
is encouraged to visit the elaborate
exhibit and to visit the display of
pictures in Lowry Center's pit area.
ter-cant-

on

.

Voter Registration
Drive Here Today
There will be a voter registration
drive today in both Lowry Center
and Kittredge dining hall.
Any students who. are at least .18
years of age and are residents of
Ohio are urged to register to vote.
Students who do. not live in Ohio
yet who still want to register to
vote in Ohio may, but it is suggest
ed that this not be done if the
student receives aid from his or her
home state. The hours are:
Lowry Center-- 11 a.m. to 4:30

p.m.
Kittredge- - 4:45p.m. to 6:30 p.m.

,

of-Clevelan-

d,

t

bly Wooster.
Dr. K.S. Nair was the guest
speaker for Tuesday's convocation,
speaking on "Gandhi and the Untouchables." Nair is a native Indian and a professor of the Universi
ty of Wisconsin.
Nair is a Fulbright Scholar, who

has researched the untouchables,
and other areas in cultural anthropology and ethnic relations. Nair
also spoke on "Some Parallels of
India's Caste System and Racism
in the U.S." at th Black Studies!
Seminar and- "Caste, Conflict and
Continued on Page

Stephen Donaldson; Wooster
g
graduate and author of
fantasy novels. Donaldson will end
bis campus visit today. He will Designing .books in the Florence O.
Wilson Bookstore today from 12:30- 2 p.m.
-

best-sellin-

-

--

.
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Section Meeting
Prompts Letter
The following is a letter submitted to section presidents,
n
and the campus as a whole, by members of the
Council. The letter was prompted by a recent I.S.C. meeting
and is in response to current concerns for the College's social
atmosphere and the sections' interaction with the College
community as a whole.
At the I.S.C. meeting held 22984, those that were in
attendance found that sections are being faced with a
potential crisis. It was obvious at the meeting that sections
were lacking any proper or. existing programming1 that
included the campus or the surrounding community. Added to
the lack of programming in sections, many sections are going
to have a tough time justifying their existence on this
campus; and for some sections, if pledging keeps decreasing,
justification will not be a problem because sections will not
Inter-Sectio-

exist.

A conclusion that was drawn on Tuesday's meeting was
that sections must contribute in a more meaningful and

active way on the campus and community. Sections are not
groups sprinkled about the campus.
removed
There is an expectation, and a necessity, for sections to be
beneficial and productive on and off the campus.
In the past year, several colleges have voted their
fraternities out of existence. In January of this year, Amherst
College will have disbanded its fraternities to "improve"
residential life at the college. Sections on this campus are
going to find that six kegs on a weekend and all campus
parties just are not sufficient answers when asked why we
exist and what purpose we serve.
Rick Swegan, Associate Dean of Students, has brought up
the idea of having a workshop that would focus on defining
goals for I.S.C. and sections for this coming year. This
workshop would give us guidance and help in assessing
ourselves to the faculty, the administration, and the campus
--

self-sufficie-

nt

at large.

As sections we have three choices; one. we can not act at
all and hope that we do not encounter any problems such as
those seen at Colby and Amherst; two, we can act as
individual sections and try to improve our own section and
make some changes quickly, smoothly, and effectively.
The date for the workshop has been set for March 31.
Attendance at this meeting should include a president from
each section as well as two likely I.S.C. representatives from
your group. These people should be strong leaders and
prepared-twork. Swegan's role in the workshop will be to
help us put forward some good ideas in terms of change and
expectations.
Again, let us stress the fact that sections could be facing
big problems concerning their existence. We as sections must
look at our situations on campus and work together to be
more active and creative force at the College of Wooster.
Tim Anderson
Johnny Miller
Peter Constantine
o
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Soup And

public policy.
Writing our Congress people
support of food relief programs ha
an important impact on their decil
sions. Supporting your local com
By MARY FITZELLE and
munities to fight hunger at home
MEGAN ROGERS
or participating in larger organiza
Malnutrition is a widespread fined to the third world countries tions such as Oxfam, Bread for th
of It can be found in practically anyj World, or Christian Childrens
problem which affects
d
of town in the united states.
the world's children.
Fund are other concrete steps 14
neagan cutbacks nave bad al hunger prevention.
these children will eventually die
severe impact on social welfare One easy step that can be mad
from lack of proper nourishment.
There are several ways which programs. As a result, hunger is on on this campus is becoming
malnutrition affects the developing the rise in America.
member in the soup and bread
Poor people lack the sufficient! program.
child. First, an unbalanced, diet will
stunt the child's growth. Secondly, buying power to obtain the proper!
it will lower one's resistance to nutritional diet. Moreover, food in-- l
AW
disease, and thirdly, it retards d us tries seeking larger profits cre-- l DESPITE A SIT-Iate new barriers for obtaining pro HERST AXES ITS FRA
brain cell growth.
The early years are crucial in per nutritional health.
brain development, especially the In 1941 the percent of processed TE UNITIES.
of life when there is food was 10 percent in the United
first
rapid cell growth. By the time a States. By 1971. it had risen to 50
Citing "Quality of life" issue
child is four years of age, he has percent and is still increasing.
College "discontinued
Amherst
Advertising urges the buyer to the fraternities; effective nei
almost completed his brain cell
spend his money, on nutritionally June.
production.
Therefore, proper nutrition is worthless junk food including canAmherst's faculty voted in N
critical for the young child. In dy bars, soft drinks, sugared cer vember to abolish the eight house
addition to the. physical effects of eals and snack foods which are to which about 16 of the studei
an improper diet on the developing expensive.
body belongs.
child, are the effects of a harsh
Our intention is not to create a
An Amherst spokeswoman sai
Iguilty conscience, but a responsible some of the houses had been guilt
environment.
Often the home of the malnour- (one. Often the pervasivness of hun- of "sort of outrageous behavior"
ished child is devoid of the neces- ker overwhelms us and we feel recent years, including incidenc
sary stimulation for intellectual de- helpless and paralysed.
of hazing and "wild parties th
However, there are steps which sort of leaked into the town."
velopment, including:
one
of us can take to change
1. Lack of parental involvement each
two-thir-

ds

One-thir-

N,

18-mont-

hs

--

Applications for

'84-8- 5

and Index editors
should be submitted to

the Voice, box 3187

or energy due to poverty.
2. Poor educational opportunities.
3. Poor health care. All of these
factors lead to lower intellectual
capabilities.
In addition, if the malnourished
child manages to escape the incredible odds of death and survives to
adulthood, he. must try to cope with
an overwhelmingly hostile world,
using a brain that may be damaged.
There are very difficult decisions
which must be made by impoverished families who face severe
handicaps.
For instance, the family must
decide what type of crop to plant or
how to provide a properly balanced
diet. However, they don't have the
proper education, the energy because of malnutrition, or the intellectual facilities to help them make
the wisest decisions.
Malnutrition is not simply con
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Africa Week Programs To Focus On

Brief Summary
Of National And
International Events

A

Compiled by Chris Lose
(San Salvador) In El Salvador's
first presidential race, neither the
moderate Jose Napoleon Duarte or
the right wing candidate Roberto
d'Aubuisson won a majority, although Duarte's party led, 47 to

according to various esti-

29
I
I

mates.
A runoff election is expected to

be held.

Problems Of African Independence
By GRANT STEVENSON
Africa --Week is coming again to
The College of Wooster. Between
Sunday, April 1 and Thursday,
April 5, experts on African politics,
economics, sociology and culture
will be here to speak. This year's
theme will be "Africa-- : Dependence

e
jazz performance and
Western Influence in Africa."
On Wednesday, April 4, at 7:30 complimentary lecture.
All students, faculty, administrap.m. in the Lean Lecture Room,
Professor Lennox Hinds, from the tion and members of the Wooster
Department of Law at Rutgers community are invited.
University and United Nations Rep Africa Week is one of the larger,
culturresentative for an international at more expensive, student-ru- n
or Independence?"
torneys organization, will talk al programs at the College. Last
All African nations have become about "The Role of the United year, Africa Week expenses totaled
politically independent from the Nations in African Issues."
about $9,000. The expected expenformer European colonial powers.
On Thursday. April 5, at 4 p.m. in ses for this year, after a stringent
But most of them remain dependent on economic support from the
developed world.

Knowing this, many African
states are trying to become more
However, their
Week On
progress toward development is
obhindered constantly by various
Dr. Lewis Baldwin will be the Vanderbilt University.
guest preacher, Sunday, April 1, at In 1981-8- 2 he taught at the College
stacles.
The events scheduled are as fol- McGaw Chapel. Worship is at 10:30 of Wooster.
lows:
a.m.
Mr. Baldwin has published a
On Sunday, April 1, at 10:30 a.m.
Dr. Baldwin is a graduate of number of articles. His first book.
in McGaw Chapel, Dr. Lewis Bald- Talladega College. He received bis Invisible Strands in African MethA
win, an assistant professor at Co- MA and Master of Divinity degrees odism: A History of the African
lgate University, will discuss from Colgate-RochestDivinity Union Methodist Protestant ana
"Christ and Human Rights in Afri- School and bis PhD from North- Union American Methodist EpiscoA
western University.
pal Churches,
ca."
received
On Monday, April 2, at 4 p.m. in
Mr. Baldwin is currently a Pro high acclaim.
the Lean Lecture Room in Wishart fessor in the Department of PhilosMr. Baldwin's sermon is one of
Hall, Dr. James Turner, director of ophy and Religion, Colgate
the opening events for Africa Week.
The title of the sermon is "Christ
the African Studies and Research
Center and professor of
In the Fau be will join the and Human Rights." The Lord's
Studies at Cornell University, Department of Religious Studies atl Supper will also be celebrated.
will address "United States ForLowry Center Room 119. Ms.
effort to make cuts of unnecessary
eign Policy Toward Africa."
Williams, a free lance journal- frills are 86.500.
On Tuesday, April 3, at 11 a.m. in
However, the Africa Week ComMateer Auditorium, Dr. Benard ist, will present a slide' show entiin Erithrea." mittee tried to maintain the generMagubane, a professor in the De- tled. "Women
partment of Anthropology at the Williams is the daughter of Profes- al quality of the program and even
University of Connecticut, will sor Yvonne Williams of the Black improve it.
The members of the
speak on- - "The Social, Cultural, Studies Department at the College.
Economic and Political Scene of ' On Thursday night, at '7:30 in committee are Solomon Ngubane,
Mackey Hall, Abdullah Ibrahim, chairman; Al Clark,
the African Communities."
At 4 p.m. that day, there will be a alias Dollar Brand, a South African Debbie Miller, secretary; Jonathan
Paul
student panel discussion at the born internationally acclaimed jazz Deenik,
treasurer; Phindi Gcaba;
Black Studies Seminar, Lowry Cenr pianist, will present "The Grand
ter Room 119, on "The Effects of Finale: Jazz at Mackey," an Afri-- Jill Currie; Doug McCullough;
Odubo and Grant Stevenson.
wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
www
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Turnout was heavy,

70

of the

jelectorate, despite leftist rebels

Kails to boycott the election for El

Salvador's first civilian president

jsince 1931.
A $3.4 million U.S. grant was sent

I

help ensure orderly and fraud
bureau
cratic blunders and rebel interference disrupted voting in several
areas.
U.S. paratroopers conducted
three days of maneuvers in Hondu
ras coiniciding with the elections.
Officials reported that rebels killed
30 soldiers on election day.
U.S. diplomat Harry Shlaudeman
was sworn in as special envoy to
Central America.
(Washington) Both Hart and
Hondale scored victories over the
weekend in Democratic caucases.
In Montana's first presidential
caucases. Gary Hart received 49
of the vote to Walter Mondale's
Earlier in the Kansas caucas
35.
to 42 for
es, Mondale won 49
Hart, who was born in Kansas.
In Virginia's caucases, partial
returns showed Mondale ahead,
with Rev. Jesse Jackson second
with heavy support from black
voters and Hart in fourth place,
behind uncommitted delegates.
The Montana victory ended a
string of losses in 9 state primaries
or caucases since March 13 for

Ito

Ifree balloting. However,
,
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(Beirut) Lebanese factions have

i

i

peace-keepin-

aV

ocmj

j2

:

Asency officials are expected to
grant Meese's request and the department has begun a preliminary
investgation into some of his deal- Continued on Page I

Consultants

346 E.

I

er

come to an agreement on replacing
the departing French forces with a
g
force once
neutral

counsel.

Sunday

nt.

Hart

the evacuation is complete.
' The 1,250 man force is expected
to be out by Saturday.
President Gemayel's representa
tives met with militia leaders in
Beirut and Damascus to discuss a
new truce. Gemayel was reported
to be seeking a "securitypolitical"
panel that would help lead to a
comprehensive pact to end the
conflict
Clashes between Druse and Sunni
muslim militias in West Beirut
have calmed, but fighting continues
in and east of Beirut with 15 killed
and 40 wounded. The heaviest
clashes have been on the Green
Line dividing. East and West Beirut
(Washington) Edwin Meese has
requested that an independent
counsel investigate his dealings.
The designate for attorney general is facing pressure from the
Senate for a greater Justice Department inquiry into accusations
of financial irregularities which are
holding up his confirmation.
Meese requested that Attorney
General William Smith recommends that a special court in Wash
ington appoint an independent

4
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CHORUS TO PRESEMT
POST-TOUCONCERT
R

By CHUCK CRAIG
This Sunday evening April 1 at
8:15, the Wooster Chorus, under the
leadership of Music Director John
Russell, will present its annual
post-toconcert in McGaw Chapel.
The program will feature a number of works from the tour repertoire, recently performed throughur

out

Michigan,

Ohio,

Illinois,

Wisconsin and Indiana. This was
the twentieth Chorus tour since it
was founded in 1964. Six of those
have been under the direction of
Mr. Russell.
Sunday's concert will open with a
motet by Giovanni Pierluigi da

titled "Surge,

Palestrina

illumi-nar- e,

Jerusalem."

One of nearly 400 such works by
this prominent composer of the

in
Catholic
the late 16th century, the motet was
composed in 1575 for the Feast of
Ephiphany and is written for two
antiphonal choirs displaying the
writing , and
wonderful voice-pa- rt
careful handling of dissonances
seen in Palestrina's work.
Next is an English madrigal by
Thomas Weelkes, "When David
Heard."
This masterful musical depiction
of grief is a
work from the
early 17th century.
Counter-Reformatio-

The Smith Sisters. Megan (left) and Debi. will perform with Jack
Gallagher in McGaw this Thursday at 7 p.m. The Sisters will play a
wide variety of instruments to arrangements of various contemporary artists, and Gallagher will provide stand-u- p comedy.

n

six-pa- rt

Performance To Combine
Thursday, April 5, in McGaw
Chapel at 7 p.m., you will have the
rare pleasure of fine musical talent
and great humor, starring Debi and
Megan Smith and Jack Gallagher.
Debi and Megan Smith's
include such instruments as
guitars, dulcimers, autoharp, penny whistle, saxophone, hand drum,
kazoo and even an electronic "Simon" game.
On

multi-talen-

ts

Music Comedy Talents
Their repertoire of arrangements
comprise songs of Linda Ronstadt,
Neil Young, the Beatles and many
other contemporary artists plus
their own originals which have
been acclaimed by the media as
having "a keen sense of form and
style, harmonic progression, me- -

SAB Trips Coming Up
Welcome back: The following is a list of travel trips for the
remainder of the semester:
Please check the dates as there have been some changes. All
sign-up- s
or questions can be handled 10 a.m.-- 4 p.m. weekdays in the
SAB office.

Saturday
March 31.

1984

OVERNIGHT IN CINCINNATI
Visit the Cincinnati Museum of Natural
History and while there be sure to see
the planetarium. Spend the night at a
church house in downtown Cincinnati and
enjoy some of its night life. There is
a $2.50 charge per person to cover housing.
Leave Woo 8:00 a.m. Saturday, April 7th,
return Sunday, April 8th around noon.

7 & 8

SaturdayTOLEDO
April 7. 1994

CROSBY GARDENS
MUSEUM OF ART
Alternative to Cincinnati Overnight
The museum is renowned for its extensive
collection of ancient and modern glassware
plus original works of art. From there,
enjoy the herb, rose and wildflower gardens
at Crosby. Both are free. Take some money

for dinner. Leave Woo 10:00 a.m., return
8:00 p.m.

Saturday
April 14.

Saturday
April 21.

1984

--

1984

Iodic line and setting of lyrics to

music."
You may remember this musical
pair from their dramatic readings
and music based on the Dustbowl
Dairy of their Nebraskan grandmother in "Look Up at the Hawks"
or one of their several pit stop
performances.
Whether you have had the opportunity to see this
d
brunette duo before or not; we hope
you won't miss them this time.
To complete this performance of.
Comedy in Concert is Jack Gallagher A VERY FUNNY MAN! For
the past four years Jack has been
performing his special style of
comedy on stage.
multi-talente-

ad-li-

--

Saturday
April

Return 6:00 p.m.

CHAPEL HILL MALLS
ROLLING ACRES
Take some time to enjoy shopping following

registration. Leave Woo 12:30 p.m.. return
8:30 p.m.

KELLEYS ISLAND STATE PARK
Rent a bike after taking the ferry to the
island and enjoy a pleasant day of fresh air!

bs

entertained his classmates.his family and his students of special
education for years.
His brand of comedy takes one
from childhood through adolesence
and right up to today with ...
"laughs at every stop along the
way."
All those who have met Jack
Gallagher know there are innumerable experiences you can expect
from his performance; but, for
sure, he will, make you ... listen ...
remember .. and laugh.
An evening to remember and all
this for FREE. Comedy In Concert,
McGaw Chapel at 7 p.m. Thursday,
April 5.

NOTESOVER...

six-pa-

Uh-la-

In his hometown of Boston, he
has been a regular with the Comedy Connection and the Ding-H- o
Comedy Club. Jack serves up a fine
mix of
and routines; having

AKRON LIBRARY .
Leave Wooster 10:00 a.m.

. Another English composer of this
time, William Byrd, is responsible
for "Sing Joyfully Unto God our
strength," the next work.
Based on Psalm 81 and written
for the Anglican Church, it is writrt
ten in
motet style and
displays Byrd's smooth part writing and careful declamation of text
The next section of the program
consists of Mozart's Missa B re vis
in F Major. K. 194, written when
the composer was 18 years old, the
Mass was requested by Archbishop
Hieronymous Colloredo I, who restricted the length of liturgical
music.
Nonetheless, Mozart produced an
entire mass consisting of the Kyrie,
Gloria, Credo. Sanctus, Benedictus
and Agnus Dei, written for chorus,
soloists and small orchestra and
lasting for 290 measures.
The work effectively displayed
Mozart's genius for melodic invention and simple yet direct musical
expression.
The fourth section of the program
features another German Romantic
composer, Felix Mendehlssohn.
"Die Nachtigall" (The Nightingale)
and "Die Primel" (The Primrose),
taken from a cycle of partsongs
entitled "Der erste Fruhlingstag"
(The first spring day), date from
Mendehlssohn's term as conductor
of Leipzig's acclaimed Gewandhaus
Orchestra, having been written in
1839. These particular songs are
settings of texts by the poets
and Lenau.
The final section of the program
opens with two English anthems.
The first of these, written by Georg
Frideric Handel, is titled "Zadok
the Priest" and was written for the
coronation of King George II in
1727. The other anthem. "A Spotless Rose," was written by Herbert

nd

Hubert Parry, another writer of
English anthems, composed the

next work, "I Was Glad When They)
f
Said Unto Me."
The concert concludes with two
Negro spirituals, which evolved
around the turn of the 19th Centura
as an expression of the yearnings
hopes, and aspirations of the Afroj
American.
J
Telling of the, undying faith and
belief in God's mercy expressed
struggling for justice and
equality in their own homeland, the
spirituals on the program are
"Sometimes I Feel Like a Mother
less Child." arranged by Robert
Fountain and "Ain-- a That Good
News," arranged by William Daw-- t
by-peopl-

son.
The . Wooster

I

is a 48member musical ensemble drawri
from all areas of the College and
dedicated to the performance of the"
finest sacred and secular choral'
music of the last five centuries.
Praised for their "will to sing
with precision, balance, and a
sense of joy" and cited for ac,
"exquisitely opulent sound and the,
vitality and warmth" with which:
they sing, the Chorus will feature a!
number of soloists in addition to:
organ accompaniment by Shelley,
J
Sanders and Elizabeth Perry.
Music Director John Russell is a
graduate from the Oberlin Conserv
atory of Music and completed grad-- j
uate studies at Boston University.
Before joining the faculty of The
Chorus

FROM

ALL

A prank poster promising Woody
Allen would speak at Yale didn't
work because "the cynicism of
Yale students helped smell a rat."

the campus Film Society chief
says. It was pulled down before
anyone could ask to buy tickets ...

-'

-

'

College of Wooster in 1974, Mrj
Russell taught at Norwich Univer-- '
sity in Montpelier, Vermont while
holding the posts of Associate Con-ductor and Director of Choral Mu-- '
sic with the Vermont Philharmonic
1

'
Orchestra.
He has performed throughout
New England and Ohio, also having
toured Russia and Eastern Europe
Howells
These will be followed by twq with the Oberlin College Choir. He
pieces by another British composer has studied under Haskell Thomj
writing for the Church of England, son, Robert Fountain and Robert
Charles Standford. His "Magnifi- Shaw.
cat" and "Nunc dimittis in G The Chorus will also performmajor belong to the Office of Cho- under his leaderhsip at the Commencement Concert If ay 6.
ral Evensong.
(1892-1983- ).

For The Record
By DREW VANDERCREEX
On "Touch" the Eurythmics

heightened by the musical wastes

turn land; such is not the case.

There is nothing here that Bol
in an uneven effort; the album has
no cohesive theme or element Dylan or David Bowie (circa 1976
which can make sense of this group has not said much better.
Stewart and Lennox serve to stul
of sounds.
Vocalist Ann Lennox slides their own toe by including "Righ4
through the nine songs in a voice By Your Side." which, if done in
which sounds roughly like Grace any semblance of cohesiveness
would be a schmaltzy pop song.
Slick hitting on seven cylinders.
The songs themelves are wildly ' The result is utter confusion.
various in lyric content and
At one point Lennox sings "Don'
consistently pedestrian Touch Me" and several songs away
in musical substance.
The Eurythmics' sound is doubtlessly one of the coldest in pop
music. Even when she sings "Everyone Needs Love" Lennox sounds
distant and ditr acted; when couy
pled with Dave Stewart's
synthesizer doodlings, the result of do. "This is no commentary on the
d
a soulless, artless, formless mess. '
human personality!
The major point in this mess of because it doesn't hold together'
loose ends seems to be of aliena- musically or lyrically; it is simply
haphazard production.
tion. The problem is that the
There is no binding theme ir
is uninspired and the per"Touch" to even give this album
formance lazy.
There is simply not enough musi- the pretense of any point, great oi.
cal substance in these songs to small. Add the musical odds and
support the lyrics. Things might be end here and "Touch" becomes i
better if the lyrics and arrange- lost cause.
ments could conjur up vision of Ken sez: "I wouldn't listen to thl
pain and alienation which could be album by choice."
de-pressing- lyr

Touch'

neo-arts-

multi-facete-

-

e

song-writi-

ng

......
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Program For
Summer Research

Students To Be Featured
In BenefitTalent Show

The National Endowment for the
a

Humanities has announced

unique grants program for individuals under 21 to spend a summer
it
carrying out their own
humanities research projects. The
Younger Scholars Program will
award up to 100 grants nationally
for outstanding research and writing projects in such fields as history,' philosophy and the study of
literature. These projects will be
carried out during the summer of
1985. The application deadline is

;

non-cred-

Sept IS, 1984.

Award recipients

ed to work

will-b- e

S

.

lege of Wooster.

Mary Kilpatrick and John Wilkinson help Jon Becker prepare for
his clown act to be presented in the talent show sponsored by
Westminster Presbyterian Church and Douglass HalL Proceeds will
benefit Every Woman's House in Wooster, a shelter for battered
women and their children. The show is Saturday at 8 p.m. in Scott
Auditorium in Taylor Hall.

Campus Notes
SOC Applications
Interested in working on next
fall's new student orientation program?
Student Orientation Committee
(SOC) applications are now available at the Lowry Center Front Desk
and in the Dean's Office.
Completed applications should be
returned to the Deans' Office no
later than 5 p.m. on Monday,
March 27.
For further information, contact
Mary O'Malley at Ext 2009.

FRIDAY, MARCH 30

This week in Douglass ... Debate
on El Salvador, Tuesday, April 3
This is an invitation to prayer for 7:30 p.m. Douglass Main Lounge.
the total College of Wooster ComProgram with Howard Raber
munity.
Food Service Wednesday, April 4
Wednesday, April 4 at 7 p.m. in 9 p.m., Douglass Main Lounge.
Mackey Hall there will be an Evening of Recollection sponsored by
nt

Plant Sale

SP&onge and OnuSUO) evening of

CW.1BH3 r.iusic

J.

J&

&4m

CM

ATTENTION: Anyone interested
in joining a support group for
eating disorders
there will be an
organizational meeting Sunday
April 1st at 7:30 p.m. in Wagner's
purple lounge.
For more info please direct any
questions to Hygeia Student Health
Service.

FRIDAY, APRIL

6, 1084

Tonight at 7:30 in Mackey Hall.
Karl Henning will present his junior clarinet recital with the issuance of pianist Noriko Wada.
Works to be performed include
Miklos Rozsa's Sonatina for Clarinet Solo, op. 27, which was written
in 1957; the C major Piano Concerto by W.A. Mozart, K. 415; and the
Walter Piston Concerto for Clarinet written in 1967. Also assisting
on the last piece will be Dr. Brian
Dykstra on piano and Jeff Wallace
on percussion.
The Scot Band also completed a
highly successful tour of the Midwest over break, performing to
enthusiastic crowds in Columbus,
Kettering, Louisville. St Louis,
Chicago. Battle Creek

and Cleveland Heights. The Band
perfortned works from its earlier
concert and added a number of
pieces scheduled for its upcoming
Easter Day performance.

Tickets for "Die Fledermaus,"
by Johann Strauss, an operetta
sponsored by the Departments of
Music and Theater, are on sale now
at Freedlander Box Office. The
show will run for five nights, April
10-1- 4,

and conclude with a Sunday

matinee on the 15th.

,

.

.

SATURDAY,
31
MARCH
p.m.
library,
trip
a.m.. return

SAB

to Akron

lv. 10:00

6:00

.

Film: Gandhi, directed by Richard Attenborough. Mateer Audito.
rium. 7:30 p.m., $1.00
a.m.
Ichabod's Live Band entertainment 10:00-2:0- 0
'

SUNDAY, APRIL 1

Africa Week Sermon: "Christ and Human. Rights"
Colgate University, McGaw Chapel. 10:30 a.m.

Lewis Baldwin.

Art Exhibit: "World War II Posters" Kevin Brode. Lowry Center,
through April 13. Film: "The Grapes of Wrath. (1940), directed by
John Ford, Mateer Auditorium, 7:30 p.m.
Film: Gandhi. Mateer Auditorium. 1:30 p.m., $1.00
Wooster-Indi- a
Dinner (tickets required) Mackey Halt S:30 p.m.
Concert: Wooster Chorus. John Russell, director. McGaw Chapel,
8:15 p.m., admission charge, free to C of W, students

MONDAY, APRIL 2

Lecture: "United States Foreign Policy Toward Africa. James
Turner, director of the Afrieana Studies and Research Center,
Cornell University. "Lean Lecture Room. 4:00 p.m.
Film: "Germany. Pale Mother." directed by Helma Sanders-Brahm- s,
Mateer Auditorium. 7:30 p.m. (in German with English
subtitles)

Music Notes

In-dianpo- lis,

Y

-

.

Wooster 'Review Forum: "Writing and Publishing. Stephen Donaldson, Deb Burnham. Ron Wallace. Lean Lecture Room. 4:00 p.m.
Glimpses of India, an evening of Indian music, songs and dances..
Lowry Center Pit. 7:30 p.m.
a.m.
Ichabod's: Senior Week event 10:00-2:0- 0

Douglass Programs

Westminister Church and the Newman Catholic Community.
The evening is offered as a mid-letime to gather students, faculty and the community for and hour
of prayer and reflection. The service is titled, "Dying and rising: a
Sign of Hope".
On Good Friday at 12:15 in McGaw Chapel the same groups will
Hall,
3rd.
April 6. 1984. Mateer
provide a special Liturgy as an aid
floor, plant sale!!
to those who wish to take some
Get a plant for your room. Low time apart for prayer and reflecprices! !
tion on this special day which leads
Take a plant home for the sum- to Easter. Everyone is welcome.
mer.

MUSIC BV

.

Poetry Reading: Deb Bunmam, '70, Ron Wallace, 6S,
Lean Lecture Room, 3:00 p.nu

Prayer Everting

Being Accepted

1

La-Sal-

Calendar

ties

20506.

-

Becker, Herr Schreiber, Jerry
Dale Grubb. Ty Williams,
Janet Schellhase, Jill Currie and
Bobbi Colnnl. Kathv Armstrong
and Kate Wing. Geoff Simpson.
,
Student tickets are only one dollar for this awesome night of entertainment Be there.

e

a-humani-

..

Peter Havholm will emcee --the
show with acts ranging from piano
concertos to clowning and juggling.
Some of the talent from the
College will be provided by Jon

expect-

for nine weeks
during the summer, researching
and writing a humanities paper
under the close supervision of
scholar. Please note
that this is not a financial aid
program, that no academic credit
should be sought for the projects,
and that competition for these
grants is rigorous. For guidelines, write to: Younger
Scholars Guidelines CN, Rm.428,
The National Endowment for the
Humanities, Washington, D.C.
full-tim-

A local talent show to benefit.
Every woman's House, a shelter for
battered women and children from
Wayne County, is being sponsored
by Westminster Church, Douglass
Hall and Hart House this Saturday,
March 31 at 8 p.m. In Scott Auditorium in Taylor HalL
Talent for the show-wil- l
be provided by members of Westminster
Church and students from The Col-

TUESDAY, APRIL 3

Convocation: "The Social. Cultural. Economic and Political Scene of
the African Communities," Benard Magubane. University of Connecticut Mateer Auditorium, 11:00 a.m.
Black Studies Seminar. "Tta Effects of Western Influence in
Africa." student panel, Lowry Center 119. 4:00 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 4

Art Exhibit: "Functional Ceramics. 184" Art Museum, Upper
.
0
p.m.
Gallery, through May 7. reception
Lecture: "The Role of the United Nations in African Issues," Lennox
Hinds. Rutgers University. Lean Lecture Room. 7:30 p.m.
a.m.
Ichabod's
r
7:00-9:0-

9-11-:00

.

THURSDAY,
APRIL 5 ortgnal
Dramatic
Theater: "Charlotte:

one
A
Presentation."- - an.
woman show by Jane Claspy about the life of Charlotte Bronte. The
play explores themes of self definition versus definition by society in
the lives and writing of women, directed by Mimi Richmond, starring
Sara Lake, Westminster Church House upstairs lounge, 11:00; a.m.
Lynora Williams, free lance
Lecture: "Women In Erythrea,
journalist Lean Lecture Room. 4:30 p.m.
Comedy in Concert: Jack Gallagher, comedian and Debl and Megan
Smith, folk singers. McGaw Chapel 7:00 p.m.
Concert: "The Grand Finale: Jass at Mackey." Abdullah Ibrahim,
alias Dollar Brand, jass pianist Mackey HalL 7:30 p.m.
.

Compiled by SUSAN FIGGE

.

a.

Page 6
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Tennis Scots Season Begins
Complete Southern Trip
By THOMAS WARD
The College of Wooster Men's tennis team completed its southern
trip at four wins and five losses.
Wooster began play March 15
against Division I powerhouse
Davidson College and completed
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the tour March 24. versus Emory
University (ranked tenth in Division III).
Sandwiched in between were
challenges from The College of
Charleston (ranked tenth in NAIA),
Florida Institute of Technology
(ranked 18 in Division II), Thomas
More, Florida Southern (ranked 13
in Division III), Tufts University,
St Leo College, and Mercer University.
Coach Hayden Schilling was
pleased by the team's performance
throughout the tour. Schilling commented, "This was certainly one of
our most successful trips. I was
very happy with the men's commitment to concentration and tennis."
Although the drive south was a
long one and the matches were
often grueling, the Tennis Scots
. gave 100 percent throughout the
sojourn. Schilling expressed, "They
got themselves up for each and
every match, even the ones we
lost." Three years ago Wooster
finished the trip
but Schilling
asserted, "This is the best record
ever for the team, considering all
factors."
Wooster was handily defeated by
Schilling expressed
Davidson
that the home team had better
depth and was more competitive,
IT"""
but the Scot netmen needed this
.
match to get back into the competitive frame of mind. First and
Senior
John Morlidge serves up a rocket against
second singles players Bob Savitt Kenyon. The Scots jolted the Lords 0 last Wednesday. Photograph
and John Morlidge went three long by Marc Miller.
sets and kept the match respectable. All the doubles teams played Scots to three sets in two matches. Uve victories. Wooster rocked St.
well; unfortunately the three, four, Schilling noted, "We needed a vic- Leo
and smashed Mercer
five and six singles players strug- tory at
so I was a little
not
gled.
worried going into Florida South- convincing wins, but be felt that St.
Schilling described The College of ern."
Leo was not as competitive as they
Charleston as a very good team, a
If Schilling had but glanced into might have been, for in the past the
genuine national power. Charleston his crystal tennis ball there would
confirmed Schilling's words as they have tfeen little need for worry.
The final match versus Emory
crunched the Scots
Fifth sin- Wooster shocked Southern
the was a peculiar one. Wooster lost
gles player Doug Hart recorded the biggest spring tour upset ever for
though if it had not been for
lone victory, sweeping his opponent the Scots. Schilling stated. "The early match
the Scots
in straight sets. Despite losing, team played a heck of a match, would have completed the trip over
Savitt and Morlidge teamed up for everything came together."
.500. Schilling explained, "We did
the first time this year and played
Wooster won virtually every not play good singles, we lost
a tremendous match.
three set match, and freshmen concentration, pressed too much'
The next challenge came from Dave Baka and Lim recorded solid After sleep walking through .the
Florida Institute of Technology, victories at the third and sixth singles matches (the Scots lost all
and Schilling reflected, "Even singles positions. Baka then teamed six contests), the netmen woke up
though we lost
I thought we up with Hart, and Lim joined to sweep all the doubles battles in
could have won the match." Hart Hetrick to roll over Southern in straight sets.
and the third doubles team of Tom straight sets at second and third
In conclusion. Schilling asserted
Hetrick and Franklin Lim stroked doubles.
that. "The team won the ones they
their way to victory. Schilling addThe excitement was shortlived were supposed to win, except for
ed, "I came away from that match however as Wooster doublefaulted Tufts, and won a match they were
pleased. Everybody from top to their following match away to Tufts not supposec to
South- 5. Schilling lamented, "We didn't ern."
bottom was playing well."
The following day Wooster aced play as well in certain matches as
More importantly the southern
put Thomas More 0 for its first we had to. I thought we would win scramble gave the Wooster netmen
win. Schilling remarked. "More 5--4 or
but certainly not lose." .' the competitive edge and comwas clearly a weak team. In fact
Against St .Leo and Mercer the pressed experience they will need
More was only able to take the Scots notched their only consecu- - to overcome OAC foes this spring.
-
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Men's Track Team
Gears For Spring
Coach Bean To Retire After Season
By David Boop
Coming off of a highly succesful
indoor season, the Wooster Men's
track team begins its outdoor season tomorrow.
The Scots hope to make this

Ferner is the lone
vaulter but sophomore Jeff Jones
as well as Eisenfelder head a
strong triple and long jumping
group. Mark Bero is the only high
jumper who is currently healthy.
Freshman John Taylor is one of
the most talented Scots. Taylor
displayed his prowess at the OAC
indoor championships by finishing
second in the 55 meter hurdles.
Studentcoach Steve Ehrlich b;is
the responsibility of the conditioning and line-up- s
for the sprinters.
The strength of the team in past
years has been the distance men
and this year seems to continue
this tradition.
Andy Baird
Senior
and Bill Jackson- lead a relatively
young but capable distance squad.
Freshmen Vance Russell, Paul
Fleming. Abe Springer, Bob Jones,
along with sophomore Tom Shearer, make up the bulk of distance
runners and carry a large responsibility in this their first year in a
Scot uniform. Junior Ken Godlews-k- i
gives the team some much
needed experience.
The Scots begin a tough schedule
tomorrow at home in a
meet against. Edinboro University
and hurdlers.

season particularly special for veteran coach Jim Bean who will

retire this spring after almost

twenty years of coaching men's
track.
Possibilities for a good season
are evident as the Scots have one of
the largest and most talented
teams in years.
The throwing events (discus, javelin and shot put) will be solid this
spring. Don Sandford, Paul Savage
and Dean Morrison have all been
working since winter track on improving their techniques.
These men will be joined by
many would-b- e throwers. Tom Anderson is the only one of these
newcomers with previous outdoor
experience.
The jumpers and sprinters have
showed tremendous improvement
over the past few years during the
indoor season.
The sprinters are led by senior
Craig Eisenfelder and
co-capta-

co-capta-

ins

-

ins

non-scori-

James Engler. Upperclassmen

ng

Fred Lumpkin. Chip Comstock and (Pa).
Kenyon Mau look to be strong
The Scots of Edinboro provide
coming off fine indoor seasons. Wooster with a chance to prove
Sophomore Don Dennis has great how well they are doing as Edinpotential.
boro has a powerful track program.
Gary Ferner (Wardy, I'll have women just after
Senior
leads an excellent corp of jumpers dinner).
co-capt-ain

Season
Women's
,
,Lax
... Opens
T,y ,
m
-.

fODeTlin
lOrB.Ce

The

Women's

varty
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lacrosse provement with each game. Sopho-

team travelled to Virginia for more Kate Daily and freshman
spring vacation stopping at James Crista Goodard displayed keen

Madison University and William game sense and were vital to
and Mary College where they com- deterring potential goals.
The efforts of Lisa Blackadar
peted with teams from the east
were greatly missed as a result of
coast area.
The tournament served as a pre- an ankle injury in the first game.
Rounding out the defense were
season opportunity for the team to

work out some positioning and Kate Koehler, Marcia Obermiller
playing patterns and also provided and Paige Lull.
the freshmen with game, experience.

Because Wooster's team is so
young, the trip enabled the new
starting players to quickly familiarize themselves with lacrosse.
The strong returning attack of
Trish Burdick, Betty Title and Rosalind Waskow were complemented
by the efforts of Liddy Williams
.nri Aggie Belt, two freshmen who
will add depth and strength to the
team.

Alsb contributing to the experi
enced Wooster attack was sophomore Carol Martin who proved
aggressive and determined in her
Decisive in shutting out the opshots on goal. She was a significant
factor tn several of the Wooster position was senior goalie Simone
Jowett who demonstrated remarkawins.
Captain Trish Burdick, recover- ble skill and agility in this position.
ing from a serious knee injury of In her second year as goalie, Jowthe previous season, demonstrated ett is the key player on the Wooster
her usual speed and quickness in defense.
With the experience gained in
play.
The rookie defense, lacking the Virginia, the Women's lacrosse
support and experience of captian team is looking forward to the
Beth Freeland. showed marked im- - upcoming season.
j
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Linksters Ranked 6th
In Preseason Poll

Flair Travel
Consulffarrts

Scott
season promises to be
Led by junior
another banner year for Wooster Nye, the Scots return four of their
golf as the Scots boast one of the top five golfers from last. season.
strongest teams in Division III The Scots lineup also includes such
competition.
strong veterans as Tom Reading,
In the preseason Division III poll Brendan Walsh, Bill Lee, and
of the Golf Coaches Association of Frank Yackley.
America, the College of Wooster
Wooster began its season March
golf team was rated sixth. The 19 with the tough Central Florida
poll:
Collegiate Golf Classic. The. 24
1. Allegheny (PA) 1983 national schools that competed included
champions.
many of the top teams from Divi2. Ramapo (NJ) 1982 national sions I through III, among them
champs, 2nd in 1983.
Ohio State (Div. I). Southern
3. Stanislaus (CA) 4th in 1983,
(Div. II).
champs '76 through '81.
Worcester State (Div. Ill) and
The

1984

All-Americ-

an

Dli-nois-Edwards-

4. Methodist

(NO 3rd in

Cowman St.
Woostor

346 E.

Fpr Your Convenience
Jut Off Thm fllM
1

ville

CALL

Wooster.
'
The tournament was held in extremely poor weather conditions,
6. Wooster (OH) 9th in 1983, 1975 and the Scots finished 21st in the

5.
1983.

Ohio Wesleyan

1983.

(OH) 5th in

powerful field. Even though the
national champions.
7. Central (IA) 6th in 1983.
Scots finished well back in the pack
8. Worcester State (MA) 8th in they were still ahead of all other
1983.
Division in competition.
9. Nebraska Wesleyan (NB) 7th
The Scots will open their home
in 1983.
season this Saturday.
10. Wittenberg (OH, 11th in 1983.

204-050-

ia... nr

TA

nv mmiiiifi
test against Kenyon. The Scots scored a convincing
victory against tne ixras. rnoiograpu ay
a

forehand enroute to victory

bis first OAC

Men's Volleyball Club Underway
By AM Y WEISBERGER
The Men's Volleyball club has competed in four tournaments so far. .
The first tournament was Febru-ary 11 at the University of Michigan, where the Scots won one
match, lost one and split one. On
February 25, the team won one and
lost two at a home tournament. On
March 3, at the Bowling Green

j

State University tournament Wooster won two out of five. The most,
recent tournament was March 10 at
the University of Michigan where,
the team made it to the
but lost to the University of Illinois.
According to coach Pam Smith,"
the team is a young team" and it
"runs in hills and valleys due to its
inexperience."
However, Smith also feels that
the Scots have "played well so far,
considering the strength of the
teams that it has been up against"
Some players have stood out with
fine performances in the tournaments so far. Wooster has good
attackers in Bob VanVolkenberg
and Kirk Shoger while outstanding
defense has been produced by Tim
Anderson, Dave Ulfelder, and
semi-final- s,

David Weiss.
- Solid
serving has come from
Dave Yontz and Mark Garret, and
first year setter Mike Fryer has
done well in leading the offense.

Freshman Steve Peacock is rapidly
improving as an outside hitter and
middle blocker. Unfortunately on
February 25 the team suffered the
loss of their best attacker Steve
Webster due to a knee injury.
In the February 11th tournament
--

--

wooster snlit contests against
George Williams College. This was
a big shot in the arm tor we team
because George Williams was

B

ranked fifth in the league out of 11
schools. Williams had a very strong
team so Coach Smith felt that this
was one of Wooster's better games.
In the February 25th home tournament, Wooster started out strong
winning their first game against
Earlham. However, early in the
second game against Earlham,
Steve Webster injured his knee.
The team "could not regroup" after that according to Coach Smith.
In the first game of the Bowling
Green tournament Wooster was
but the team lost its
ahead 14-concentration and allowed the lead
to slip away. They lost this game
They also lost the next two.
but came back to win the last two
games.
The toughest tournament so far
has been the March 10th tournament at the University of Michigan.
Wooster started out slow, losing the
first game to Northern Illinois, the
favored team in this tournament
They came back to win their second game against Illinois and split
their third game with Michigan.
They lost the fourth game to Bowling Green but won the fifth against
the University of Michigan. This
put them into the semifinals, but
they lost to Northern Illinois. Coach
Smith expressed "the team played
really well considering the quality
of the competition."
The team is looking forward to
its next tournament which is at
home on March 31. The University
of Michigan. Purdue, and Earlham
will be participating and Purdue
should pose the toughest threat to

By DAVID BOOP
Despite the loss to graduation of
three extremely talented women
(Darlene and Charlene Kemp, Pam
Willis) Women's track coach Craig

Penney is optimistic entering the
season. "We have more
depth than last year despite the
loss of the Kemps and' Willis."
commented Penney. These words
reveal that- - this year's women's
program may be one of the most
sucessful at Wooster in recent
years. In '81 and '82 the women
finished fourteenth in - the nation,
and last year finished fifth. More
amazingly is that there are only
two seniors on the entire squad.
The women running the long
distance races look especially
tough after training down in Florida over spring break. Cathy LovelL
Amy Cilimburg, and Liz Moran (all
sophomores) make up the backbone of the squad. Following closely behind are Jean Danowski,
Becky Pickett, Dawn Haghighi, and
Leslie Malville The addition of a
healthy Theresa DeGuzman, who is
a senior, would add experience and
depth to an already formidable
distance team.
The throwers are few in numbers
but long on quality. Senior Lynette
Seigley holds the school record in
the discus and should have a fine
season. Junior Carrie Bell and
Freshman Angle Moretta are a fine
o
punch for the Scotties in
the shot put
The sprinters and jumpers have
the unenviable task of trying to fill
the shoes of theKemps and Willis.
Wooster.
However, there are many women
The Scots will be working to ready to face up to the challenge.
qualify for the Earlham tourna Barb Davis and Amy Smith are
ment which begins April 14.
extraordinary athletes who have
outdoor

7,
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jumpers who are more than
Freshmen Jenny Grassman,
Kimberle Brodie, Rostad, and sophomore Connie Kier should score
their share of points this spring.
ti.. cinMiM should finish ex
tremely well in the CAC this year. They begin their season lommorow
in an exhibition meet against Edin-bor- o
which is a dual .meet with the
men. Talent alone should provide
the Women's track team with an
outstanding 1984 season.
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.Freshboth been
men Leslie Davis. Kathy Dubin,
Shelley Sybrandt and Helen Ros-ta- d
look to prove themselves. Leslie Davis and sophomore Laurie
Campbell appear ready to hurdle
well after some fine Florida workouts. The. Scotties have enough
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INDIA WEEK

Continued from Page 1
Class Consciousness" that evening.
Dr. Brian Silver, the Director of
International House and music professor at Duke University presented a sitar workshop and concert.
Silver began studying music in 1964
under the leadership of famous

Indian teachers.
He has performed in Canada,
United States, England, Pakistan
and India. He has previously taught
at Harvard University and is currently the Director of International
Music Associates.
Two documentary films, India
and Its People and Taj Mahal,
were shown Thursday. Organizers
of India Week include President
Nita Chakraborty, Vice President
Martha Lucas. Secretary Petal Joy
Demello, and Dr. Harris, the faculty sponsor. Wooster's India Week
was sponsored by the Student Government Association, Black Student
Association, and Cultural Events
Committee.
India Week will also be part of

the orientation program for
a

STS-Ind- ia

Delhi.
A few of the students, are pres-

ently taking

it
Hindi
course offered by Meena Gupta, an
Indian woman form the community. The twelve students, however
are presently in the process of
attending orientation sessons. Dr.
Harris had hoped to organize a
study travel seminar in India since
his arrival, three years ago.
The elaboration of Wooster's annual India Week and the
program are only a few of Dr.
Harris's contributions to promote
the interaction of students with
Indian culture and to delete the
wrong stereotypes that students
have about India.
non-cred-

.

STS-Ind- ia

Author On
Campus Through Today

--

professors.
. "From that point on
I was 17
at the time
I have been writing
steadily," he said.
However, his road to success has
not been easy. From the time he
began writing until he was published, Donaldson collected "at
least 100 rejection slips."
"The First Chronicles" were rejected 47 times.
With the tenacity of Ulysses
trying to get home, Donaldson kept

lfu (J3eautlque
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ings.
Meese told reporters

that he is
confident that the investigation will
clear up any allegations of inappropriate financial dealings.
(Tehran) Iran has mobilized up
to one million troops for what could
be the biggest offensive of the
Persian Gulf war, officials report-

740 mile front for what Iranian
officials called an "imminent offensive."
Iraq said it would attack Iran's
Kharg Island oil fields if Tehran
mounted its new offensive. This
followed an unconfirmed report by
Baghdad that it had launched ated.
tacks against Gulf shipping and
Th troops were standing by the sank four vessels.

.
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amswer any questions concerning
Senator Hart. This will take place
at 11 a.m. Everyone is invited.
If anyone would like to become
involved with Students for Hart, the
next general meeting will be in
Lowry 119 at 7:30 p.m.

jft

Applications are now being accepted for the editorship of next
year's Voice and the editorship of
next year's Index All interested
applicants should 'contact a present
editor or Publications Committee
Chairman, Tim Franck.

Continued from Page 3

Continued from Page 1
day there will be a table set up in
Lowry Center with leaflets and
position papers concerning Gary
Hart. There will also be people on
hand to answer any questions that
might be raised.
On- - Thursday, April 5, there will
be a panel in Lowry Center pit to

J--Lt

Applications
For Voice
And Index
Editors Now
Being Accepted

Continued from Page 1
He .graduated from The College on for 11 years and six months until
of Wooster in 1968 and received his March 1976 when Lester del Rey.
master's degree in English from fantasy editor of Del Rey Books,
pulled the bulky manuscripts from
Kent State Univer sity in 1971.
It was at Wooster where Donald- a slush pile and started Donaldson
son decided to take up writing as a on his way.
His list of awards for bis publicavocation.
During freshman orientation in tions include The British Fantasy
1964 he was singing in a pickup Society Award for Best Novel (The
Chronicles of Thomas Covenant),
church choir.
"While sitting in a pew, not 1979, and the John W. Campbell
listening to the minister, I got a Award for Best New Writer, 1979.
He wrote one
flash of a story
chapter and took it around to his
"rwmwwwwwmwmwwww

News Digest

For Hart

W5

STS-Indi- a.

study travel seminar

planned for the fall semester, sponsored by Dr. Harris. Twelve students will participate in the
program and will study Hinduism, Buddhism, Islam, and Indian culture while living in New

Students
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